Convergence and divergence in Diana monkey vocalizations
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Individually distinct vocalizations are widespread among social animals, presumably caused by variation in vocal tract anatomy. A less-explored source of individual variation is due to learned movement patterns of the vocal tract, which can lead to vocal convergence or divergence in social groups. We studied patterns of acoustic similarity in a social call produced by 14 female Diana monkeys (Cercopithecus diana) in two free-ranging groups. Calls showed variability in fundamental frequency contours owing to individual identity and external context. Vocal divergence increased significantly between females during poor visibility and tended to increase in the presence of neighbours. In contrast, vocal convergence increased significantly between females during vocal interactions, because females matched the frequency contour of their own call with another female's preceding call. Our findings demonstrate that these primates have some control over the acoustic fine structure of their most important social vocalization. Vocal convergence and divergence are two opposing processes that enable callers to ensure spatial proximity and social cohesion with other group members.
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1. INTRODUCTION

In human communication, acoustic features of voice and speech signals serve as reliable indicators of individual identity and other important social variables [1]. However, these markers are not fixed but vary with social context and composition of the audience [2]. In socio-linguistics, the ‘communication accommodation theory’ describes the ability of humans to adjust social distance during interactions through a process of vocal convergence and divergence [3]. Although animal communication plays an important role in understanding the evolution of human communication, such processes of vocal accommodation have not received much empirical attention.

This is despite the fact that some animal species possess highly flexible vocal abilities. One frequent consequence is vocal convergence, a process during which individually distinct acoustic features are reduced. The phenomenon is typically observed during group formation, reproductive pair bonding and non-reproductive social bonding [4–7]. In contrast, vocal divergence, a process during which individually distinct acoustic features are highlighted, has been observed in group-living species after separation and during inter-group encounters [8,9]. Thus, callers appear to alternate between the need to differ from others by advertising individual identity and the need to conform to others to secure social bonding.

Non-human primates are famously limited in the amount of control they have over their vocal output, with only limited degrees of plasticity (see Hammerschmidt & Fischer [10] for review). Temporary acoustic modification has been documented in reaction to ambient noise, social isolation and habitat [11–13]. Acoustic convergence has been documented in terms of callers matching some of each others’ acoustic features during vocal exchanges or as part of social bonding [14,15]. Vocal divergence has been documented between neighbouring groups of chimpanzees (Pan troglodytes) [16].

We investigated the presence of vocal convergence and divergence in free-ranging Diana monkeys (Cercopithecus diana), an arboreal, forest-dwelling West African primate species. Females regularly emit close-range vocalizations (‘contact calls’) that function in maintaining social and spatial cohesion and callers often, but not always, respond to each other's calls. We investigated acoustic variability within and between females of two free-ranging groups. In general, we predicted lower acoustic similarity between than within females’ calls. More specifically, we predicted increased divergence when individual identification is crucial, such as during low visibility, travel episodes, presence of neighbours and high group dispersion, while we expected increased convergence during social interactions, such as call exchanges.

2. MATERIAL AND METHODS

Data were collected from February 2009 to May 2009 and from January 2010 to June 2010 from two groups of Diana monkeys in Tai Forest, Ivory Coast (5°50’ N, 7°21’ W). Both groups were fully habituated to human observers, consisting each of one adult male and 9–10 individually identified adult females with their offspring. Groups were followed alternatively with data collection between 07:30 and 17:00 h GMT for 46 and 38 days, respectively. Scan samples [17] were taken every 30 min to score the group’s main activity, the degree of group dispersion, the presence of a neighbour-group and general luminosity (see electronic supplementary material for definitions). Individual females were observed and all vocalizations recorded during 10 min focal animal sampling [17]. Females produce various social calls, but the most common one is the ‘contact call’ (‘Af’ call; see electronic supplementary material for spectrogram). Recordings were made with a Sennheiser K6/ME66 directional microphone and Marantz PMD660 recorder (sampling rate 44.1 kHz; resolution 16 bits).

We calculated acoustic similarity indices of Af calls based on a procedure used for frequency modulated whistle-like signals in various species [15,18]. We used customized acoustic software ANA [19] to compare the similarity of the arched fundamental frequency contours of pairs of calls within and between females. First, we calculated, for each female, her mean intra-individual similarity index for all her calls. We also calculated the mean similarity index for all calls given by pairs of females. Second, to assess the role of context on call structure, we compared levels of intra-individual acoustic similarity in different contexts for non-responding calls. As responding calls, we considered any Af call given within 3 s of a preceding call by another female [20]. Conversely, non-responding calls were
emitted after at least 3 s of silence. Call context was determined by the previous scan sample. We then compared, for each female, her mean intra-individual similarity index within each context. Only females who contributed with at least two focal samples per context of emission with a maximum of five Af calls per sample were included. Third, we compared the acoustic similarity of exchanged (inter-call interval < 3 s) and non-exchanged (inter-call interval > 3 s) calls, by calculating the mean inter-individual similarity indices of pairs of exchanged and not-exchanged calls. Focal females’ calls were compared both with the call to which they responded and to the previous call to which they did not respond. Owing to the small sample size, we used non-parametric Wilcoxon tests to compare similarity indices with SPSS v. 17.0 software. Tests were two-tailed and significance levels set at α = 0.05.

3. RESULTS

We recorded 1091 Af calls from 14 adult females (group 1: n = 6; group 2: n = 8) during 44 focal observation hours (mean ± s.e. = 3.1 ± 0.5 h per female) and 789 calls were of sufficient quality for acoustic analysis (mean ± s.e. = 56.4 ± 9.5 calls per female). First, we found that Af calls reliably conveyed individual identity, as intra-individual similarity indices were significantly higher than inter-individual ones (n = 14 females, Z = -3.408, p < 0.001; figure 1a). Second, we found that intra-individual acoustic variability varied within some but not all contexts of emission in which we expected increased levels of individual identity. In particular, we found that similarity indices were significantly higher in dark when compared with bright habitats (n = 5 females, Z = -2.023, p = 0.043; figure 1b). Similarity indices were also higher in the presence than in the absence of a neighbouring group, but not significantly so (n = 6 females, Z = -1.782, p = 0.075; figure 1c). We failed to find significant effects between group travel and foraging (n = 5 females, Z = -0.135, p = 0.893) and during high versus low group spread (n = 12 females, Z = -0.941, p = 0.347). Finally, we compared pairs of exchanged and not-exchanged calls, provided they were emitted within the same minute. We found that pairs of exchanged calls resembled each other significantly more than not-exchanged calls (n = 13 females, Z = -2.411, p = 0.006; figure 2).

4. DISCUSSION

We have documented that the main social call of free-ranging female Diana monkeys contains sufficiently stable acoustic variation across individuals to convey individual identity. However, these individual differences in acoustic structure were not fixed, but varied systematically in relation to a number of external factors including social context. We observed significant vocal divergence when the habitat illumination is low, most probably owing to individuals highlighting individual
identity. In contrast, we observed significant vocal convergence during peaceful vocal exchanges. This was due to the fact that exchanged calls were acoustically more similar than non-exchanged calls, i.e. vocalizations given during the same narrow time period that were not part of a vocal exchange. To our knowledge, this study thus presents some of the first evidence of context-specific vocal accommodation, i.e. convergence or divergence, in a non-human primate.

Individual vocal signatures seem to be particularly important in species where individuals depend on each other socially. Diana monkeys form tightly bonded social groups, with individuals cooperating during inter- and intra-group conflicts [21]. In forest primates, signalling individual identity by acoustic means is crucial, owing to the danger of losing contact with others, especially during periods of darkness or during conflicts. Further research, including playback experiments, will be required to confirm that listeners are able to infer individual identity from these calls, although this has partly been demonstrated with the homologous call type of female Campbell’s monkeys (Cercopithecus campbelli) [22].

In many animal species, including non-human primates, call exchanges show a number of properties that resemble aspects of human communication [23]. For example, callers adhere to rules that determine the patterns of turn-taking [24]. Another phenomenon found in humans is acoustic convergence during conversations, an effect that is particularly common among closely bonded individuals. In non-human primates, similar effects appear to exist, both long-term (months and years) [15,25] and short-term, as shown by patterns of coo call exchanges in Japanese macaques (Macaca fuscata) [14]. In our study, females produced calls that were more similar to calls they responded than to calls they did not respond to, suggesting that females were not just similarly motivated but adjusted the acoustic structure of their calls in relation to specific social motivations. As we only considered calls given within the same very narrow time limit (less than 60 s), it is not likely that response patterns could be explained with general states of arousal. To conclude, some non-human primates can temporarily alter the acoustic fine structure of their social calls, to both increase or decrease individual distinctiveness, depending on whether highlighting individual identity or social affiliation takes communicative priority.
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